
EQs: a type of interrogative clause that conveys a question whose answer needs confirming or 
repeating what has been previously said, by partially or fully copying a previously uttered sentence.
[1], [2], [5], [6], [15], [16], a.o. 

🇰🇷 Korean (SOV, a clause-final marker required in every clause) 
The clause-final marker & final rise (↑, H% tone[10]) distinguish EQ vs. ordinary questions (OQs)

Background on Echo Questions (EQs)

제니는 어디에 갔다고↑? 
Jennie-nun eti-ey ka-ss-tako↑? 
Jennie-TOP where-to go-PST-EQ 

‘Jennie went to WHERE?’

제니는 한라산에 갔어. 
Jennie-nun Hallasan-ey ka-ss-e. 

Jennie-TOP Hallasan-to go-PST-DECL 
‘Jennie went to Mt. Halla.’

제니는 어디에 갔니? 
Jennie-nun eti-ey ka-ss-ni? 

Jennie-TOP where-to go-PST-Q 
‘Where did Jennie go?’
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Objectives
1. To semantically examine the traditional  morpho-

syntactic assumption that the Korean echo 
question marker 다고 tako is compositional. 

2.To argue that it should be analyzed as a non-
compositional atomic unit.

다 ta ⇝ λp<st>.p : identity function over propositions

고 ko ⇝ λp<st>/<stt>:∃q<st>/<stt>[uttered(q) ∧ R(p, q)].p : discourse conjunction & presupposition

The rise ↑ : no association with a particular interpretation

ConclusionExisting semantic analyses of EQs

Use of clause-final markers 다 ta, 고 ko, and ↑ in clauses other than EQs

Two families of existing semantic analyses of EQs:

1⃣ EQs = OQs 
• Discourse-pragmatics tells it’s an EQ by means of 

• Presupposition[7] / focus[1] / contextually restricted 
Question Under Discussion[3] 

☹ The discourse-pragmatic content in 고 ko doesn’t 
state that the previous utterance must be the answer.

2⃣ EQs ≠ OQs 
• Semantics tells it’s an EQ by means of… 

• Echoed wh-word denotation(≠ ordinary wh-
word)[6], [16]/ specialized covert C[6], [16] / a new 
semantic relation [5] 

☹ Neither 다 ta nor 고 ko bears any of the above.

다고↑ tako↑: a non-decomposable unit marking EQs in contemporary 
Korean from a synchronic perspective. 
•The precise semantic and pragmatic contents should be assigned to it.

                제니는                 어디에                갔               
      Jennie-nun          eti-ey              ka-ss           
      Jennie-TOP          where-to        go-PST     

⇝ λp∃x.[place′(x) ∧ p = λw.went′(w, m, x)] 
(type <stt>)[8], [11]

-다 
-ta 
-TA

-고 
-ko 
-KO

⇝ λp:[uttered(q) ∧ R(p, q)].p
(type <st,st> or <stt, stt>)

⇝ λp.p
(type <st,st>)

❌
❌Deriving the meaning of EQ ‘Jennie went WHERE?’ by 다 ta + 고 ko + ↑:

Proposal

Future research
•Whether there is an influence of historical development 
•Whether Korean has other ‘chunky’ clause-final markers that are 

seemingly compositional but semantically non-compositional

Semantic evidence for the non-compositional nature 
of the echo question marker tako in Korean 
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↓: declarative [neutral] 
↑: declarative [extra discourse effect][12] S         O-/+WH     V -다 ta 

#(a preceding sentence)[13], [17] S         O-/+WH     V-고 ko ↓: declarative 
↑: polar OQ

다고 tako without ↑ :  no EQ interpretation

S         O-/+WH     V ↑: declarative / polar OQclause-final 
marker

S         O-/+WH     V -다고 tako ↓: declarative [extra speaker attitude][4]

➡  Impossible ☹

scan me for 
the full set of 

examples


